DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
I now felt that, in the long run, Munich might be good for them.
When the storm broke, they would be outside its fury; others
would bear the full brunt of it. They had not wanted it like that;
the others had compelled them. But because of that they would
survive the storm and one day, in the far future, they, who
deserved to be freemen, because they used their freedom well,
might be free again. They had found such troubled peace as lies
at the centre of the storm.
What was even a century to people who had fought for more
than a thousand years? They had ardently desired, as their
officers said, to be ein the front rank of those condemned to death5.
They, with a spirit now almost impossible to find in Europe, had
rushed to impale themselves, m a common cause, on the sword of a
Goliath adversary. With a cynicism cold enough to freeze boiling
oil, they had been left alone at the last moment, or not even left
alone, but held down by their friends.
In the storms that are coming the great Czechoslovak crisis
will soon seem like a tea-cup tempest. A remote speck in the
receding distance. But it was the decisive test. Your real troubles
date from it. Here you had the last chance to stop aggression, to
ensure peace in our time. Possibly, I do not know this for certain,
you had not even that chance because you were too far behind
with your armaments; but after six years of warnings, that is your
look-out. Now you have the briefest of breathing-spaces and no
more. You were told that all would be well — as you have for six
years been told that all would be well — if Germany were given
just this one positively final satisfaction. If it were not so, your
rulers would eat their hats.
In Czecho-Slovakia you missed the last bus.
In a Czech family gathering I celebrated the festival of Saint
Nicholas and his knave Rupprecht, alias Krampus, alias the
devil. Czech, children are luckier than English children in that
they have a foretaste of Christmas on December 6th. Saint Nicho-
las is the equivalent of our Father Christmas; at Christmastide the
chief part is played by the Christ Child.
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the things that had happened

